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Chief Inspector
2018 was another busy year for the
ISPCA Inspectorate, with nearly 3,500
in v e s t i g a t io n s c a r r i e d o u t b y o u r
Inspectors, 22 prosecutions initiated, 18
prosecutions with ISPCA involvement
finalised and 1,102 animals seized by or
surrendered to ISPCA Inspectors. This
included 616 dogs and a record 348 cats.

The extreme weather we experienced in
2018 brought its own challenges, from
the arctic conditions in March to the
prolonged hot and dry period over the
summer. The unusually warm weather
resulted in a number of sightings of stray
snakes, animals which would not normally
have been able to survive in typical Irish
weather. One of these was Penelope
the royal python, who was rescued in
Leitrim in July, having startled many local
residents over the preceding few days.
It does raise the question of how many
exotic animals escape and succumb to
the elements when conditions are colder.
One area on which the ISPCA worked
extensively in 2018 was dog breeding,
fighting on multiple fronts to improve
the lives of dogs and puppies from dog
breeding establishments. The ISPCA
Inspectorate offers assistance to local
authorities responsible for licensing
commercial dog breeding establishments,
and is also directly combating illegal
puppy farms. ISPCA operations in 2018
led to the closure of two unlicensed and
substandard establishments and the
rescue of a total of 125 dogs.
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In addition, the ISPCA is involved with
Operat ion Delphin, a mul t i-agency
operation targeting the illegal export
of puppies from Ireland. Delphin has
had notable successes in intercepting
consignments of puppies being smuggled
out of Ireland. This has resulted in puppies
being returned to the ISPCA, including
one group of 27 found concealed in a van
at Cairnryan port.
The ISPCA was also actively involved
in t he rev iew o f t he Dog Bre eding
Establishments Act Guidelines. New
guidelines came into effect in January
2019 which place more emphasis on
the impor tance of socialisation and
enrichment for both breeding adults and
puppies. The guidelines were cautiously
welcomed by the ISPCA. While they don’t
go as far as we would like in some areas,
we hope that they will be a useful tool for
local authority veterinary inspectors who
are tasked with inspecting dog breeding
establishments.
As touched upon above, 2018 was a
record year for the ISPCA in terms of
cats with almost 350 felines seized by
or surrendered to ISPCA Inspectors.
Our Officers dealt with a number of cat
hoarding cases where large numbers of
cats were kept in deplorable conditions.
Sixty-nine cats and kittens were removed
from one situation alone. Many of these
situations could have been prevented
if cat owners had neutered or spayed
their cats. In order to tackle the issue of
overpopulation, neutering and spaying
is vital. It is the most effective way to
prevent cat over-breeding and it will go a
long way to prevent unwanted litters of
kittens being born in the first place.
As always I am indebted to my colleagues
in the ISPCA Inspectorate who face
daily challenges and witness some
unimaginable suffering in order to provide
a voice for neglected and abused animals.

This report highlights the
18 ISPCA prosecutions
finalised in court in 2018
in which the ISPCA were
involved.
The report contains graphic images of
horrific cruelty and neglect. Sadly this
is what our Inspectors face on a regular
basis. I would like to sincerely thank and
pay tribute to our Inspectors for their hard
work in 2018 dealing with those animals
most in need, sometimes in very difficult
and harrowing circumstances. Their
professionalism, integrity, dedication,
compassion and resilience has allowed
them to deal robustly with animal welfare
offences across Ireland, and without
them, thousands of animals would
continue to suffer, hidden away and in
silence. Our Inspectors are also at the
forefront of preventing cruelty occurring
by working with owners and giving advice
on responsible animal ownership in
those cases where the animal is not yet
suffering, but may do if its environment
is not changed. We hope to be able to
increase the number of Inspectors in
future years until we are able to provide
a service in every county.
I would also like to pay tribute to the
dedicated staff and volunteers at our
three animal centres who work tirelessly
to care for and find new homes for the
animals seized by or surrendered to our
Inspectors. These animals are often in
poor health and many have socialisation
or behavioural problems due to the
conditions they were being kept in. The
rehabilitation process is a vital part in the
animals’ recovery and rehoming journey.
I would like to take this opportunity to
also thank the Department of Agriculture
for the ongoing and increased financial
support to the ISPCA and our affiliated
member organisations through the exgratia grant scheme. Finally, I would like
to acknowledge and thank our supporters
who continue to donate to the ISPCA in
difficult times – we could not do what
we do without their continued support.
Dr Andrew Kelly,
Chief Executive Officer
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A DAY IN THE LIFE

How I turned my
love for animals
into a career
I have admired the ISPCA and what they stand for all my life,
so imagine my delight when I moved back to Ireland from
abroad, and my sister alerted me to a vacancy for my dream
job! They were recruiting an Animal Welfare Inspector in my
area.

ISPCA Inspector Fiona Conlon

Take Ned, for example. When I first found Ned he was
undernourished, ignored and neglected. He was so thin that I
had grave concerns that he would even make it through the
following week. Yet he was just brimming with love to give.
The ISPCA took him in, and nursed him back to health. In the
right environment, and now in a loving home, Ned is flourishing.
Ned’s story, and the story of countless other animals the
ISPCA has saved, is what makes us so impor tant in the
community, and what makes me love my job. None of this
would be possible without the continued support of the public.
Knowing that people have the kindness and generosity to help
us continue our work is what makes it easy to get out of bed
on cold, damp mornings. There is so much goodwill among Irish
people, and most have such a love for animals.
This is what makes it so worthwhile, you meet that dog, horse,
goat, pig, any animal that just needs that second chance and
with the continued support of you, together we can make it
happen.

It was an opportunity I would not miss, and one year after
being hired my enthusiasm for the job has not diminished even
slightly.
This career is in no way glamorous; most evenings I emerge
from my van cold, muddy and damp. Usually I am either on a
high after a successful day, or emotionally drained by one that
has been more challenging.
Throughout the course of a day, I wear many hats: rescue
worker, veterinary nurse, social worker, and others. It can be
tough working alone in a highly pressured job, on the front
lines against animal cruelty. Often you are going into a less
than ideal situation, doing your best to be compassionate and
represent the ISPCA well.
Most of my cases don’t involve deliberate cruelty, but rather
neglect as a result of somebody not fully understanding
animal welfare. Often all that is required is a bit of guidance
and follow-up. At our core, ISPCA Inspectors are here to help,
not to criticise. Nothing is more rewarding than seeing the
difference my job makes.

“Saving one dog will not change the world, but surely for that one dog, the
world will change forever.” — Karen Davison
Visit www.ispca.ie
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ISPCA FACTS & FIGURES

2018
Inspectorate
Statistics

1,102

animals seized
or surrendered
to ISPCA

616

17,338

calls made to the

ISPCA Helpline

348

3,494

investigations
carried out by
ISPCA Inspectors

57

22

18

prosecutions finalised
Initiated
in 2018

81

Since the introduction of the Animal Health and Welfare
Act 2013 the ISPCA has handled:
86,549

5,147

calls made to the

animals surrendered or
seized by Inspectors

Helpline

17,832

investigations carried out
by ISPCA Inspectors

133

64

prosecutions finalised
Initiated
in court

Did you know that the ISPCA relies heavily on public support –
88% of our income comes from donations and gifts in wills
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COURT CASES

This report contains details of all
cases finalised in the courts in 2018
The ISPCA has a team of nine Animal Welfare Inspectors, who are authorised officers
under the Animal Health and Welfare Act 2013 (AHWA), and have certain statutory
powers including the power to seize animals if an offence has been committed. They
cover 17 counties (one Chief Inspector, two Senior Inspectors and six Inspectors).

Derry

Antrim

Tyrone

Fermanagh

Armagh

Down

Louth

Carlow

To report cruelty, abuse or neglect of an animal, please contact the
ISPCA National Cruelty Helpline in confidence on 1890 515 515,
email helpline@ispca.ie, or visit www.ispca.ie to report online.

WARNING:
Graphic images and stories in this report may be upsetting. Unfortunately this is
the reality of what ISPCA Inspectors encounter on a regular basis.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 1: GUILTY PLEA

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Tuesday 13th February 2018
Court:
Roscommon District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 40s

29 dogs surrendered to the ISPCA
A man from Kilroosky, Co. Roscommon
admitted one sample charge under the
Animal Health and Welfare Act 2013
(AHWA) of causing unnecessary suffering
to a dog, after a total of 29 dogs were
surrendered into the care of the ISPCA.

He gave a commitment to the court that
he would not increase the number of dogs
in his possession above four and agreed
to monthly unannounced inspections
by an independent vet. The case was
adjourned pending ongoing monitoring.

Legislation:
Animal Health and Welfare
Act 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Case adjourned until
September 2019 pending
ongoing monitoring
Sentence:
Ongoing case.
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CASE 2: HORRIFIC NEGLECT

Fifteen-year disqualification from
keeping animals
A Wicklow woman was disqualified
from keeping animals for 15 years after
admitting three offences under Sections
11, 12 and 13 of the AHWA 2013 at Arklow
District Court.
Judge David Kennedy fined the accused a
total of €1,000, and the woman produced
an additional €881.20 to cover ISPCA
expenses.
ISPCA Chief Inspector Conor Dowling
described to the court how he visited
the woman’s home in September 2016
and discovered a male German shepherd
dog that was clearly underweight with
bones protruding.
The dog was also suffering from a severe
skin condition over much of its body and
its ears were infected and discharging.
CI Dowling further described how the dog
was removed to a veterinary surgeon
and treated for a number of days. But
later radiographs revealed chronic hip
problems, and the dog was euthanised on
welfare grounds and on veterinary advice.

In response to a question from the Judge
on how long it would have taken for the
dog to deteriorate to this condition, CI
Dowling replied that evidence suggested
the skin condition had been developing
for more than two years.
On sentencing, Judge Kennedy remarked
that the dog had endured “horrendous
suffering which could have been easily
avoided”.
Chief Inspector Conor Dowling added:
“The dog was obviously in such distress,
shaking his head and at tempting to
scratch continually. It’s hard to imagine
the torment that this dog must have
experienced over a prolonged period of
time. It is not acceptable for pet owners to
stick their heads in the sand and hope the
problem goes away; there are potential
consequences if pet owners fail to deal
with health issues affecting their animals.
What makes the case doubly sad is that
the dog had a wonderful temperament. It’s
a real shame he couldn’t be successfully
rehabilitated.”

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Wednesday
14th February 2018
Court:
Arklow District Court
Defendant:
Female, age 40s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of three offences
under Sections 11, 12 and 13
of the AHWA 2013 for failing
to safeguard the welfare of an
animal, causing unnecessary
suffering and failing to provide
sufficient food
Sentence:
Fined €1,000 and paid
€881.20 to cover ISPCA
expenses. Disqualified from
owning animals for 15 years.

The dog was obviously in such
distress, shaking his head
and attempting to scratch
continually. It’s hard to imagine
the torment that this dog
must have experienced over a
prolonged period of time. There
are potential consequences
if pet owners fail to deal with
health issues affecting their
animals. What makes the case
doubly sad is that the dog had
a wonderful temperament. It’s
a real shame he couldn’t be
successfully rehabilitated.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 3: APPALLING PONY ABUSE

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Friday 16th February 2018
Court:
Portlaoise District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 20s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Section 11 of the AHWA
2013 for failing to safeguard
the welfare of an animal and
Section 46 for obstructing an
authorised officer
Sentence:
Application granted to forfeit
pony to ISPCA.
20th July 2018 Probation
Act applied.

Pony kept confined to a dark shed, living in his
own prison
A Por tlaoise man admit ted failing to
safeguard the welfare of a pony and to
obstructing an authorised officer.
Inspector Casement described to the
court how she called to a property in
Portlaoise on Thursday 10th November
2016 in response to a report of a pony
being kept in a small garden.
ISPCA Inspector Mary Claire Casement
discovered a small Shetland stallion pony
confined in a dark shed with no natural
light.
The shed floor was covered in debris, and
contained a home heating burner and a
container for storing home heating oil.
There was no water or suitable food for
the pony.
Inspector Casement seized the pony,
arranged transport and Garda assistance.
When she and the Gardaí returned, the
pony had been moved and was found

in the front garden of the proper ty.
The owner of the pony claimed he had
purchased it for his t wo-month-old
daughter.
When Inspector Casement told him
she was seizing the pony, he became
obstructive and verbally abusive, and
attempted to physically obstruct the
removal of the pony.
Judge Catherine Staines granted the
prosecution’s application for forfeiture
of the pony into the ISPCA’s care, and
adjourned the case pending a restorative
justice report.
ISPCA Inspector Casement said: “The
conditions in which Bumper was being
kept were totally unsuitable. We are
delighted that he has been forfeited to
the ISPCA so we can now find him a loving
home. Bumper is a complete pet and is
loved by everyone who meets him”.

The conditions in which
Bumper was being kept
were totally unsuitable.
We are delighted that he
has been forfeited to the
ISPCA so we can now find
him a loving home. Bumper
is a complete pet and is
loved by everyone who
meets him.
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CASE 4: EXTREME NEGLECT

Extreme neglect as dog left to suffer with
large mammary tumours
A Kildare man was convicted of causing
unnecessary suffering to an animal and
neglecting or being reckless regarding the
health and welfare of an animal contrary
to the AHWA 2013.
The case related to a terrier dog the
ISPCA removed from a proper ty at
Carbury, Co. Kildare in February 2016.
ISPCA Inspector Mary Claire Casement
described to the court how she responded
to a complaint to the ISPCA’s National
Animal Cruelty Helpline, and found the
aged terrier dog in an emaciated condition
with large mammary tumours, bad teeth
and poor skin.
Inspector Casement seized the dog and
brought it to a veterinary practitioner
where it was euthanised on animal
welfare grounds and veterinary advice
to prevent further suffering. The man
subsequently contacted the ISPCA and,
in an interview under caution, agreed that
he was responsible for the dog.

In court the defendant contested the
charges, claiming that his uncle owned
the dog, but was in hospital and that he
was merely in charge of feeding it.
When questioned by Judge Desmond
Zaidan, the man conceded that he was
aware that the dog was in poor health
from “around Christmas”, approximately
two months before its removal. Judge
Zaidan asked him: “How could you have
not done anything about it?”
The accused was convicted on t wo
counts and acquitted on two further
counts. Judge Zaidan imposed a fine of
€500 on each count and ordered the
defendant to pay €1,500 in state costs
and €584 in ISPCA expenses.
Inspector Casement commented: “When
you take on the responsibility of caring
for an animal you must address any issue
that may arise. A failure to seek veterinary
attention for this dog when it was clearly
needed resulted in it being subjected to
prolonged suffering.”

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Monday 5th March 2018
Court:
Naas District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 40s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Not Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Section 12 (1) (a) and 12 (1) (b)
of the AHWA 2013 for causing
unnecessary suffering and
being neglectful regarding the
health of an animal
Sentence:
Fined €500 per count and
ordered to pay €1,500 in
state costs and €584 in
ISPCA expenses.

When you take on the
responsibility of caring
for an animal you must
address any issue that
may arise. A failure to seek
veterinary attention for
this dog when it was clearly
needed resulted in it being
subjected to prolonged
suffering.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 5: LIVING IN FILTHY CONDITIONS

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Friday 20th April 2018
Court:
Navan District Court
Defendant:
Female, age 50s

Extreme neglect of a Doberman dog living in
filthy conditions
At Navan District Court a 53-year-old
woman from Athboy, Co. Meath pleaded
guilty to two offences under Sections 11
and 13 of the AHWA 2013. The woman
was convicted, fined €250 and ordered
to pay costs of €2,753 within 12 months.
The case related to a visit by ISPCA
Inspector Elaine Reynolds, who responded
to a complaint to the National Animal
Cruelty Helpline in May 2016.

Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of two offences
under Sections 11 and 13 of
the AHWA 2013
Sentence:
Fined €250 and ordered to
pay costs of €2,753 within 12
months.

The Inspector discovered a severely
underweight male Doberman dog living
in filthy conditions and without access
to food or water.
T he ISP C A remove d t he dog f or a
veterinary examination, which found the
dog to be in an emaciated condition with
hair loss, dry, flaky skin and faecal matter
stuck to his tail and feet. The dog was

euthanised on animal welfare grounds
and veterinary advice to prevent further
suffering.
Judge Cormac Dunne commended the
incredible work of the ISPCA, and taking
into account the accused’s personal
circumstances, he said that: “an animal
did suffer and all carers of animals must
at all times be alert to the welfare of their
animals”.
Inspector Reynolds commented: “A
failure to safeguard this dog’s welfare,
to provide suf ficient food, and seek
veterinary at tention resulted in
unnecessary suffering.”

A failure to safeguard this
dog’s welfare, to provide
sufficient food, and seek
veterinary attention
resulted in unnecessary
suffering.
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CASE 6: FILTHY SQUALOR

Dogs forced to live in disgusting,
filthy squalor
In Waterford District Court a woman was
convicted under the AHWA 2013 for
neglect of two dogs. The Judge imposed
an order for the woman to forfeit the
11-year-old German shepherd and fiveyear-old Jack Russell terrier, and ordered
them to be taken into ISPCA care.

dogs, the German shepherd, was put to
sleep on welfare grounds and veterinary
advice in January 2018 due to her failing
health and old age prior to the case being
heard. The male Jack Russell terrier was
finally rehomed shortly after the court
ruling.

The case originated after ISPCA Inspector
Alice Lacey made several visits to the
woman’s property in early 2017 and left
a number of notices regarding how the
animals were being kept.

Inspector Alice Lacey said: “We were
delighted that the dogs, after a long 15
months, were forfeited into the care
of the ISPCA. No effort was made to
improve the living conditions for these
dogs after several visits to the property,
and the decision to seize them was made
at that time. It is not acceptable to house
your dogs in such circumstances where
they cannot walk freely around their living
space without having to walk in their own
faeces and dirt. These dogs deserved a
greater level of care, which they did not
receive from their owner.”

The yard in which the two dogs were living
was covered in dog faeces and rubbish.
There was no dry area for the dogs to
lie, and they had no visible water or food.
Af ter the owner failed to cooperate
and improve the dogs’ living conditions,
Inspector Lacey seized them.
Prior to the Judge’s order under Section
60 of the AHWA 2013, which required the
woman to forfeit the animals, the ISPCA
was unable to rehome them. One of the

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Monday 23rd April 2018
Court:
Waterford District Court
Defendant:
Female, age 60s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Section 12 of the AHWA
2013 for neglecting or being
reckless regarding the health
or welfare of an animal
Sentence:
Judge granted Section 60
order for forfeiture of two dogs
seized on 5th January 2017.

We were delighted that the
dogs, after a long 15 months,
were forfeited into the care
of the ISPCA. No effort was
made to improve the living
conditions for these dogs after
several visits to the property,
and the decision to seize them
was made at that time. It is
not acceptable to house dogs
in such circumstances where
they cannot walk freely around
their living space without
having to walk in their own
faeces and dirt. These dogs
deserved a greater level of
care, which they did not receive
from their owner.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 7: RESCUED FROM DEATH’S DOOR

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Wednesday 13th June 2018
Court:
Cork Circuit Criminal Court
Defendant:
Female, age 30s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences
under Section 12 of the
AHWA 2013 for causing
unnecessary suffering to
one Yorkshire terrier and two
Chihuahua dogs
Sentence:
Dismissed under Probation of
Offenders Act.

The smell was so disgusting and overpowering
– three little dogs rescued from death’s door
Senior Inspector Lisa O’Donovan visited
a property on Friday 1st April 2016 in
Youghal, Co. Cork. It was a very wet,
dreary cold day. There was no answer
at the front door so Inspector O’Donovan
made her way to the rear of the property.
The ground was covered with rubbish
and copious amounts of dog faeces.
There was a cage with a sheet thrown
over it held in place by a wooden pallet.
The sheet was filthy and soaking wet,
and the property could only be described
as squalid. There was no clean drinking
water, only containers with dirty water.
There was a horrendous smell in the
area. Two Chihuahua dogs appeared out
of the cage. One, a fawn male, was visibly
emaciated; the other, a fawn female,
appeared to be heavy in the abdomen.
Inspector O’Donovan suspected that she
might be pregnant.
Inside the cage, there was a large duvet,
which was soaking wet, filthy and with a
terrible smell from it. There was a male

Yorkshire terrier sit ting in the cage.
His coat was intensely mat ted and
he was barely able to move. On closer
examinat ion, Inspec tor O’Donovan
found him to be very emaciated, with
his skeleton protruding, and he was
unresponsive to interaction. He was in a
severe state of collapse and was unable
to stand.
Inspector O’Donovan seized all three
dogs as t heir wel f are was gravely
compromised and transported them to
Cloyne Veterinary practice for immediate
assessment. Only the female Chihuahua
was microchipped.
Senior Inspector Lisa O’Donovan said:
“This was one of the most horrendous
cases of abandonment I’ve come across,
where little dogs were left to fend for
themselves. The thought that the little
Yorkie was on the brink of death and
survived only through intervention is
frightening.”

This was one of the most
horrendous cases of
abandonment I’ve come
across, where little dogs
were left to fend for
themselves. The thought
that the little Yorkie was
on the brink of death and
survived only through
intervention is frightening.
We are pleased all the dogs
made a full recovery. They
have since been rehomed
and are being loved and
cared for.
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CASE 8: OVERCROWDED AND SUB-STANDARD CONDITIONS

Hoarder fined after pleading guilty to keeping
animals in dirty, overcrowded and substandard living conditions
A Westmeath woman was fined €1,500
and ordered to pay an additional €1,000
in costs af ter she pleaded guilty to
25 offences under the AHWA 2013 in
Mullingar District Court.
Judge Seamus Hughes imposed the fine
for one charge, taking the other 24 into
consideration.
The ISPCA visited the property in March
2017 to find dogs of various breeds, a
number of fowl, a rhea bird (a flightless
bird native to South America which is
distantly related to the ostrich and emu),
a rare breed of pig, and a pony living in
dirty, overcrowded and sub-standard
conditions.
Tw e n t y d o g s w e r e r e m o v e d a n d
transported to the ISPCA National Animal
Centre to undergo veterinary assessment
and treatment.
ISPCA Inspectors made several visits to
the property and collaborated with the
Department of Agriculture, Food and the
Marine as well as the National Parks and
Wildlife Service to ensure that all animal
welfare issues were addressed.

The Minister for Agriculture, Food and the
Marine brought the prosecution.
In addition to the financial penalties,
Judge Seamus Hughes also imposed
an order under Section 58 of the AHWA
2013 which restricts the number and
type of animals the woman may keep.
She cannot replace any animals without
the written consent of the Department
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine.
The court heard that the woman had run
a rescue centre on her property up to
2007/2008.
ISPCA Chief Inspector Conor Dowling
s aid: “ In t h i s c a s e t h e o w n e r h a d
accumulated a large number of animals,
more than she had the facilities to
adequately c are for. Whatever t he
circumstances, animal neglect will simply
not be tolerated. This case is one of a
number involving cooperation between
t he ISP C A and t he Dep ar t ment of
Agriculture, Food and the Marine”.
The ISPCA is calling on the government
to introduce mandatory minimum animal
welfare standards for all animal rescue
organisations in addition to registration
and licensing.

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Thursday 6th September
2018
Court:
Mullingar District Court
Defendant:
Female, age 50s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of 25 offences
under Sections 11, 12 and
13 of the AHWA 2013 for
failing to safeguard the
welfare of an animal, causing
unnecessary suffering and
failing to provide sufficient
food
Sentence:
Fined €1,500 and ordered
to pay an additional €1,000
towards costs of the
investigation. Disqualification
order imposed under Section
58 of AHWA 2013 restricting
the number and type of
animals the individual may
keep.

In this case the owner
had accumulated a large
number of animals, more
than she had the facilities
to adequately care for.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 9: 37 DOGS FOUND NEGLECTED

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Tuesday 18th September
2018
Court:
Kilmallock District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 50s

Farmer convicted after 37 dogs found
neglected on his property and three dead
A Limerick man was convicted and fined
in Kilmallock District Court for a number
of of fences which included causing
unnecessary suf fering to dogs, and
having chained, unburied carcasses of
two adult dogs and one puppy on his
property.
The man pleaded guilty and received a
€1,150 fine.

Legislation:
AHWA 2013

Judge Marion O’Leary also ordered him
to pay an additional €1,000 to the ISPCA
for the costs of the investigation.

Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences
under Section 12 of the
AHWA 2013 for causing
unnecessary suffering. Also
convicted under the Disposal
of Carcasses (Prohibition)
Regulations 2015, for having
the carcasses of animals on
land or premises to which a
dog may have access
Sentence:
Fined €1,150 and ordered to
pay an additional €1,000 to
the ISPCA towards costs of
the investigation.

Judge O’Leary also banned the man from
keeping dogs for a period of 18 months.
ISPCA Animal Welfare Inspectors seized
37 dogs from the man’s farm on 16th
May 2017 after they were alerted to the
condition of the dogs on his property by a
veterinary inspector for the Department
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine.
The dogs, mostly collies, were found in
substandard conditions without access
to clean drinking water. Many were

flea‑ridden, tightly chained in outhouses
and sheds, and were weak and lethargic
due to the lack of basic care.
Two adult dogs and one puppy were also
discovered deceased on the initial visit,
having succumbed to neglect.
ISPCA Senior Inspector Lisa O’Donovan
said: “Failure to uphold the basic level of
care of these animals is not acceptable.
The sheer number of them, and the
way they were grossly neglected was
deplorable. These dogs suffered greatly
and it was shocking to see three of these
animals had already died. We are grateful
to the Department of Agriculture for
alerting the ISPCA to this case and for
bringing forward this prosecution”.
Senior Inspector O’Donovan added: “We
were pleased to bring this case to a close.
People have to realise that once animals
are placed in their care, regardless of
ownership, they are duty bound to protect
their health and welfare”.

Banned from keeping dogs
for 18 months under Section
58 of AHWA 2013.

Failure to uphold the basic level
of care of these animals is not
acceptable. The sheer number
of them, and the way they
were grossly neglected was
deplorable. These dogs suffered
greatly and it was shocking to
see three of these animals had
already died.
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CASE 10: DECOMPOSED CARCASSES

Extreme horse neglect – six alive with a
number of decomposed carcasses
On Friday 21st September in Portlaoise
District Court, a man was disqualified
for life from holding animals and ordered
to pay €1,300 to the ISPCA, €2,273 in
costs and fined €100. He had previously
pleaded guilty in April 2018 to offences
under the Animal Health and Welfare
Act in relation to the neglect of horses
at Clonaslee in December 2015. He was
disqualified for life from keeping animals.
ISPCA Inspector Mary Claire Casement
discovered the decomposed carcasses
of a number of horses and had serious
welfare concerns for the remaining
horses that were discovered alive.

Inspector Casement said: “I walked
further along the field to discover another
dead horse that appeared to have died
some time ago and I also observed the
bark from the trees in the area had been
missing, consistent with a large animal
chewing at it. It was such a shocking
discovery.”
Not far away, a further six horses were
discovered alive standing around a bale of
hay. The horses appeared to be thin with
their ribs protruding. Accompanied by a
Veterinary Officer from the Department
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine, the
six horses were immediately removed for
urgent veterinary assessment.

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Friday 21st September 2018
Court:
Portlaoise District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 70s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Sections 11, 12 and 13 of
the AHWA 2013 for failing
to safeguard the welfare
of an animal, for causing
unnecessary suffering and
for failing to provide sufficient
food
Sentence:
Disqualified for life from
keeping animals and ordered
to pay €1,300 to the ISPCA,
€2,273 in costs and fined
€100 having previously
pleaded guilty in April 2018.

I walked further along the
field to discover another
dead horse that appeared
to have died some time
ago and I also observed
the bark from the trees in
the area had been missing,
consistent with a large
animal chewing at it. It was
such a shocking discovery.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 11: TIED TO AN OIL TANK

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
28th September 2018
Court:
Fermoy District Court
Defendant:
Female, age 30s

Emaciated puppy tied to an oil tank in freezing
temperatures
In Fermoy District Court a woman was
convicted and fined for three offences
under the AHWA 2013, including failing
to safeguard the health and welfare of a
dog and failing to provide sufficient food
for a dog.
On 17th January 2018, ISPCA Senior
Inspector Lisa O’Donovan visited the
woman’s property in response to a call
to the ISPCA National Animal Cruelty
Helpline.

Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Sections 11, 12 and 13 of the
AHWA 2013 including failure
to safeguard the health and
welfare of an animal, being
reckless regarding the health
and welfare of an animal and
for failing to provide sufficient
food
Sentence:
Fined €100 with four months
to pay.

She found an emaciated five-month-old
collie puppy tied to an oil tank with no
shelter. It was such a cold, wet day and
there had been sleet and snow earlier
that morning.
Inspector O’Donovan spoke to the woman
about the welfare issues relating to how
the puppy was kept. The woman told
Inspector O’Donovan that she could do
what she wanted with her dog, but then
brought the puppy inside.
A week later Inspec tor O’Donovan
returned to the property to find the puppy
was still being kept in the same condition,
at which point she seized it.

It was a rainy day and the puppy was wet
and shaking with the cold. It was clear its
body weight was well below average for
its size and breed.
A vet later described the pup as “severely
underweight” and “ravenous”.
Judge Brian Sheridan issued a fine of
€100 to the owner.
The puppy was later rehomed with a
family where he is now loved and cared
for.
Inspector O’Donovan said: “Animal owners
have a legal responsibility to provide
appropriate care for their pets. Failure to
do so will have repercussions and will lead
to a day in court so if you can’t look after
them, don’t get them, it’s that simple.”
Senior Inspector O’Donovan added
that the woman had been instructed to
provide adequately for the puppy. Her
failure to comply resulted in the puppy
being removed and court proceedings
commenced. People need to realise that
the ISPCA take the enforcement of the
Animal Health and Welfare Act seriously.

Animal owners have a legal
responsibility to provide
appropriate care for their
pets. Failure to do so will
have repercussions and
will lead to a day in court
so if you can’t look after
them, don’t get them, it’s
that simple.
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CASE 12: COLD, SICK AND HUNGRY

Cold, Sick and Hungry: Charlie was skin and
bone when rescued and is now living the life
he truly deserves
A Cork man pleaded guilty and was
c o nv ic t e d o f t w o o f f e n c e s un d e r
the AHWA 2013, including causing or
permit ting neglect or recklessness
regarding the health and welfare of a dog
and failing to provide sufficient food for
a dog.
Senior Inspector Lisa O’Donovan arrived
at the man’s property on 1st February
2018 to find an Irish red setter dog tied
to a pole by a short length of cable.
The dog was skeletal and had crusting
around its eyes and nose. The kennel
provided for the dog was in a state of
disrepair and had protruding nails and
broken wood.
Inspector O’Donovan seized the dog
and transported him to a local vet for
immediate examination. The dog was skin

and bone and also missing teeth, had fleas
and a large ulcerated pressure sore as a
result of being so emaciated.
The man was fined €200 and ordered
to pay an additional €200 to the ISPCA
toward costs of the investigation.
A vet described the dog as being in a state
of “severe emaciation” with the “outline
of its skeleton clearly visible”.
Although Charlie’s rehabilitation was slow,
it was heart-warming to see him make a
full recovery and now living life in a loving
new home.
ISPCA Senior Inspector Lisa O’Donovan
said: “The ISPCA has again successfully
detected animal welfare offences, the
facts of which were proven in court and
led to a conviction. This poor dog has gone
from a life of misery to now being loved
and cared for.”

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Friday 28th September 2018
Court:
Fermoy District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 40s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Sections 12 and 13 of the
AHWA 2013 for neglecting
or being reckless regarding
the health and welfare of an
animal and failing to provide
sufficient food for an animal
Sentence:
Fined €200 and ordered to
pay €200 in costs.

The ISPCA has again
successfully detected
animal welfare offences,
the facts of which were
proven in court and and led
to a conviction.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 13: SEVERE SKIN CONDITION AND TUMOURS

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Monday 1st October 2018
Court:
Waterford District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 30s

Frail 14-year-old dog left to suffer with severe
skin condition and tumours on his body
A 37-year-old man pleaded guilty to two
offences under the AHWA 2013 including
causing unnecessary suf fering and
neglect regarding the health and welfare
of a dog.
Inspector Alice Lacey, accompanied by
a staff member from Waterford SPCA,
visited the man’s property in Waterford
City on 19th April 2017 to find a dog in
extremely poor condition.

Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Section 12 of the AHWA
2013 causing unnecessary
suffering to a dog
Sentence:
Disqualified from owning
any animals for five years
and a three month custodial
sentence (suspended for 12
months).

There was a strong smell emanating from
the 14-year-old male lurcher, which was
due to a severe, untreated skin condition.
The dog was underweight, had visual
impairments due to cataracts, discharge
and inflammation in both eyes, a chronic
skin infection, hair loss and inflammation
due to untreated mites and several
tumours on his body.

ISPCA Inspector Alice Lacey said: “It was
very upsetting seeing an aged dog like
this suffering unnecessarily in his later
years. The skin condition he suffered
from for a long time would have easily
be en prevente d w i t h s ome simple
parasitic treatment if the owner had
sought that for him. The dog was unable
to help himself and therefore relied on
the responsibility of his owner to provide
a certain level of care, which he never
received.”
The dog was surrendered to Inspector
Lacey on the day she visited, and based
on animal welfare grounds and veterinary
advice was later euthanised due to
numerous and severe health conditions.
The man received a three month custodial
sentence (suspended for 12 months) and
was disqualified from owning any animals
for a period of five years under Section
58(1) of the AHWA 2013.

The dog was unable to
help himself and relied on
the responsibility of his
owner to provide a certain
level of care, which he
never received.
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CASE 14: BANNED FOR LIFE

Puppy farmer sentenced to three years in
jail and banned from keeping dogs or equines
for life after 340 dogs and 11 horses were
removed from appalling conditions by ISPCA
A Carlow couple were convicted of 60
offences under the AHWA 2013, including
causing or permit ting animal cruelty
contrary to Section 12 and failing to
protect the welfare of an animal contrary
to Section 11.
The couple from Raheenleigh, Myshall, Co.
Carlow had pleaded guilty in October 2018
to 30 charges each, having initially faced

a total of 252 charges. The remaining
charges faced by both defendants were
taken into consideration.
Judge James McCourt said: “Words
fail me to describe what those pictures
depict. It is extraordinary to find someone
of farming s tock guil t y of such an
appalling crime best illustrated by the
video footage we sat through this morning
and photographs presented to the court.”

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
19th October 2018
Court:
Carlow Circuit Court
Defendant:
Male, age 40s, Female, age 30s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of 30 charges
each under Sections 11
and 12 of the AHWA 2013
including failing to safeguard
the welfare of an animal
and causing or permitting
unnecessary suffering
Sentence:
The male defendant was jailed
for three years, disqualified
from keeping canines or
equines for life and ordered to
pay costs of €35,000 to the
ISPCA. The female defendant
was sentenced to a 12 month
custodial sentence fully
suspended and banned from
keeping dogs for 15 years.

This case has been almost four
years coming to a conclusion. Even
though it was so long ago the events
of that week are still fresh in the
memories of all those who witnessed
those scenes. Never in my 20 years’
service have I seen such extreme
suffering on such a scale. We
discovered a number of dead animals
scattered around the property, some
of which were used to feed the dogs.
It was harrowing.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 14: BANNED FOR LIFE (contd.)
of which were used to feed the dogs.
It was harrowing. The living conditions
these animals had to endure can only
be described as squalid. Many of the
animals did not have access to water or
suitable food. The horror and sheer size
of the rescue was extremely challenging
for our Inspectors, animal carers and
volunteers. We are extremely grateful
to the external agencies involved and
the rescue organisations, such as Dogs
Trust , for their assistance with the
transportation and rehoming of animals.
I would particularly like to acknowledge
the Gardaí who initiated this operation and
who put huge efforts into ensuring that
it was brought to the conclusion we saw
today. We are also indebted to the public
who offered their support.”

Judge McCourt imposed a three year
jail sentence and banned the man from
keeping dogs or equines for life. The
Judge ordered the man to pay costs of
€35,000 to the ISPCA. The man’s wife
was sentenced to a 12 month custodial
sentence fully suspended and banned
from keeping any dogs for 15 years.
The case was initiated after ISPCA Animal
Welfare Inspectors and members of An
Garda Síochána carried out a joint search
of the premises on 14th April 2015.
The Local Authority and the Department
of Agriculture were called in and Carlow
County Council served the breeder with
the first ever closure notice under the Dog
Breeding Establishment Act 2010.
The ISPCA worked tirelessly to rescue
3 4 0 d o g s and 1 1 h o r s e s f ro m t h e
premises over the subsequent nine
days with the assistance of its affiliated
member organisations and other rescue
organisations. The scale of the rescue was
the largest the ISPCA had ever carried out.

The dogs removed included cocker
spaniels, shih tzus, bichons, terriers,
retrievers, Chihuahuas, pugs, Labradors,
beagles, pomeranians, rottweilers, salukis,
German shepherds, Siberian huskies,
lurchers and many others. Some of the
puppies were only a few days old and over
20 female dogs were nursing or heavily
pregnant. The dogs were suffering from
untreated injuries, chronic skin, eye and
teeth problems, and many had infected
paws from living in urine-sodden straw.
Many of dogs had heavily matted fur
which needed to be completely clipped.
The cour t heard investigating Garda
Kathryna Deneny give evidence that a
search warrant was obtained on April
9th 2015 af ter complaints had been
made about the establishment and it was
executed on April 14th. She said some
of the animals lived in “absolute squalor”
and were in a terrible state and “extremely
scared”. A closure notice was issued by
the licensing authority Carlow County
Council due to the “grossly substandard
conditions”.

Most of the animals were transported
to the ISPCA National Animal Centre

in Longford, some were brought to the
ISPCA Equine Rescue Centre in Cork,
and others were transferred to welfare
groups across the country who offered
their assistance.
The ISPCA issued an emergency appeal
for donations to assist with the financial
pressure of caring for such a large number
of animals. The direct costs including

ISPCA Chief Inspector Conor Dowling
said: “This case has been almost four
years coming to a conclusion. Even though
it was so long ago the events of that week
are still fresh in the memories of all those
who witnessed those scenes. Never in
my 20 years’ service have I seen such
extreme suffering on such a scale. We
discovered a number of dead animals
scattered around the property, some
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CASE 14: BANNED FOR LIFE (contd.)

veterinary treatment exceeded €59,000.
Most of the animals required some form
of veterinary treatment, and then had
to be vaccinated, microchipped, treated
for parasites such as fleas and worms,
and neutered/spayed before being
responsibly rehomed. The ISPCA also
covered veterinary costs incurred by
our affiliated members and other rescue
organisations that were in a position to
help.

The ISPCA continues to advocate for
improvements to Ireland’s dog breeding
establishment legislation and was a
member of the working group that
developed new Guidelines which came
into effect on 1st January 2019. The
ISPCA gave these Guidelines a cautious
welcome. During the consultation the
ISPCA called for a number of changes
to strengthen the Guidelines and to
ensure that the Guidelines would be used
effectively and consistently. We were
pleased to see the removal of ambiguous
language such as “should”, which has
been replaced with “must”, putting an
obligation on breeders to act. We were
also pleased to see additions to the
guidelines around socialisation, exercise,
husbandry and record-keeping, which we
believe strengthen the document.

Chief Inspector Dowling added: “The
animal-loving public responded incredibly
to our calls for help. Many people offered
kind homes for these vulnerable animals.
We couldn’t have helped them all without
our dedicated supporters who donated,
our volunteers and groomers who gave
up their time and worked tirelessly, and
to everyone who kindly donated food,
bedding, dog collars and treats”.
CI Dowling continued: “The ISPCA is at the
forefront of animal welfare and is leading
the fight against unscrupulous puppy
breeders in Ireland. We work tirelessly
behind the scenes. Last year, ISPCA
Inspectors seized or had surrendered to
them over 600 dogs. These included 127
from two different unlicensed breeding
premises. Files were prepared with a view
to prosecutions being initiated against the
dog breeders in question.”

There are still issues to be addressed,
including the Guideline’s ratio of carers
to animals, which is set at 1:25, which we
feel is too high. The ISPCA called for a
ratio of 1:10 and we would like to see this
reviewed in the future. We would also like
to see a cap on the number of breeding
bitches, but this requires a change to the
Dog Breeding Establishment Act 2010.
The Department of Rural and Community

Visit www.ispca.ie

Development (DRCD) has stated that they
will consider these and other points when
reviewing this legislation, and the ISPCA
will be a part of the discussion on the
review.
The ISPCA is also working to educate
the public about how to source a pet
responsibly and safely. The Irish Pet
Advertising Advisory Group (IPAAG) was
formed in 2015 by the ISPCA working
with a number of leading animal welfare
organisations, veterinary professionals
and classified advertising websites to
combat growing concerns about the
irresponsible advertising of pets online.

The ISPCA continues to campaign and
has secured widespread public support
encouraging anyone thinking of getting
a new pet to always consider adopting
from a reputable rescue centre first. For
anyone going online, it is important to do
your research and know what to look out
for in online adverts and how to spot if a
puppy has been bred in poor conditions.
Visit www.ipaag.ie for a checklist, walk
away if you spot any red flags and don’t
fall prey to a #PuppyDotCon
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CASE 15: CRUELTY TO TWO DOGS

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Monday 5th November 2018
Court:
Naas District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 30s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences
under Sections 11 and 12 of
the AHWA 2013 for failing
to safeguard the welfare
of an animal and causing
unnecessary suffering
Sentence:
Eight month custodial
sentence, €5,000 fine, ordered
to pay costs of €2,400, and
disqualified from keeping
animals for eight years.

The conditions these
dogs were kept in is
simply shocking. There is
no excuse and failure to
provide the basic level of
care for these dogs was
just not acceptable and will
not be tolerated.
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Two dogs left to suffer
A Kildare man was sentenced to eight
months’ imprisonment and fined €5,000
after being convicted of animal welfare
offences in relation to two boxer dogs.
The man pleaded guilty in Naas District
Court on Monday 5th November 2018 to
two counts of animal cruelty relating to
the dogs, which were kept at a premises
in Robertstown.
ISPCA Inspector Mary Claire Casement
visited the Co. Kildare property in January
2017 and discovered the two boxer dogs
in an extremely poor physical state and
living in deplorable conditions.
The ISPCA immediately seized both dogs
and transported them to the National
Animal Centre in Longford where they
received the veterinary treatment and
rehabilitation they needed.
The dogs were extremely emaciated,
and upon examination a vet confirmed
that they were suffering from severe
malnutrition with their ribs and vertebrae
protruding. One dog had lesions along its
back and hind legs, severely overgrown
nails, and the tip of his tail had been
damaged and was bleeding intermittently.
The other dog had dark discharge and

scabs on its ears, its teeth were worn
down and there was also evidence of
chronic gingivitis.
Veterinary Surgeon Ann Neville outlined
the condition of the dogs to the court,
describing the animals as “near death”.
Judge Desmond Zaidan imposed two
c on s e c u t i ve f our-mon t h t er m s o f
imprisonment (eight months in total)
and fined the man a total of €5,000 with
twelve months to pay. The Judge also
awarded the costs of the investigation in
the sum of €2,400, including veterinary
costs, to the Minister.
ISPCA Chief Inspector Conor Dowling
said: “The conditions these dogs were
kept in is simply shocking. There is no
excuse and failure to provide the basic
level of care for these dogs was just not
acceptable and will not be tolerated.”
The dogs, later named Ace and Artie,
made a full recovery and were also
rehomed together. They are now enjoying
life in a fabulous new home in Dublin.

Happy Tails for Ace and Artie
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CASE 16: LACKING VETERINARY CARE

Cork man convicted of cruelty to two dogs
A Cork man pleaded guilty to eight
offences under the AHWA 2013 relating
to two dogs, a two-year-old Labrador type
and a one-year-old terrier, found living in
deplorable conditions in February 2018.

Both dogs were in a critical condition
and were immediately seized by Senior
Inspector O’Donovan and transported
to a local veterinary hospital for urgent
veterinary assessment.

ISPCA Senior Inspector Lisa O’Donovan
discovered a Labrador type cross dog
huddled inside a shed. He was incredibly
ner vous and would not move. Upon
closer inspection, she noticed multiple
open infected sores behind his ear, on
his left shoulder, and on his head and
eye. Weeping wounds were visible on
his legs, and his paws were swollen and
badly inflamed. The second dog, a male
terrier, was underweight and his coat was
greasy to the touch.

Veterinary Surgeon Ita Walsh M.V.B. said
upon examining the dogs: “In my opinion
they endured unnecessary suffering and
that without immediate intervention, it
would not have been a good outcome for
these dogs, and one would most definitely
have died.”

A strong, pungent odour was coming from
his coat, which was later confirmed to
be caused by a mix of ectoparasites and
severe bacterial and yeast infections all
over the dog’s body. He was anaemic, and
a mild heart murmur was also present.

Senior Inspector Lisa O’Donovan said:
“It’s so heart-breaking to find dogs living
in such conditions, lacking veterinary care
and basic needs. Pet owners have legal
responsibilities under the Animal Health
and Welfare Act and there is no excuse
for failing to provide basic levels of care
for their pets. We are pleased both dogs
made a full recovery and have since been
rehomed where they are now loved and
cared for.”

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Tuesday 27th November
2018
Court:
Mallow District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 30s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Sections 11, 12 and 13 of
the AHWA 2013 for failing
to safeguard the welfare of
an animal, for neglecting or
being reckless regarding the
welfare of an animal, and for
failing to provide sufficient
food
Sentence:
Fined €100 on each
count (total of €800) and
disqualified from keeping
animals for two years.

It’s so heart-breaking
to find dogs living in
such conditions, lacking
veterinary care and basic
needs. We are pleased
both dogs made a full
recovery.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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CASE 17: BREACH OF DISQUALIFICATION ORDER

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Tuesday 4th December 2018
Court:
Kilcock District Court
Defendant:
Male, age 60s

Jailed for breach of disqualification order
A man who breached a disqualification
order banning him from keeping animals
for life was released at Athy District Court
on Tuesday 11th December 2018 pending
a probation report after spending a week
in jail.
Judge Desmond Zaidan had earlier
remanded the 68-year-old in custody
for one week at Kilcock District Court on
Tuesday 4th December after he admitted
breaching the order imposed on him in
January 2017.

Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences
under Section 11 for failure
to safeguard the welfare
of animals, Section 12
for causing unnecessary
suffering and Section 58
for breach of disqualification
order
Sentence:
Remanded in custody for one
week. Sentencing adjourned
for three months pending a
probation report.

ISPCA Chief Inspector Conor Dowling
described to the court how a total of 43
animals were found on the offender’s
property in Carbury on 16th March 2018.
The animals found included dogs, goats,
pigs, fowl and rabbits.
Chief Inspector Dowling said that the
manner and conditions in which the
animals were housed were of concern.

In response to queries from Judge Zaidan
as to how he could stop the man from
reoffending, Mr Dowling told the court
that it appeared to him that the man had
a “compulsion” to accumulate animals.
Judge Zaidan agreed to release the man,
and put the matter back for three months.
The Judge advised the Probation Officer
present in the court to notify the ISPCA
and Gardaí if they had any concerns that
the individual was likely to re-offend.
ISPCA Chief Inspector Conor Dowling
said: “The ISPCA would like to thank
members of An Garda Síochána who
brought the initial case before the courts
and who followed up on enforcing the
disqualification order.”
Judge Zaidan told the man that it was
not his job to cure him, and that he should
get treatment if he thought he had any
psychological issues.
“You may like animals,” the Judge told the
man, “but animals don’t like you.”

The ISPCA would like to
thank members of An
Garda Síochána who
brought the initial case
before the courts and who
followed up on enforcing
the disqualification order.
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CASE 18: BANNED FOR LIFE

Banned for life from keeping animals
In Portlaoise District Court on Friday 5th
October 2018, a Laois woman was banned
from keeping pets for life under the AHWA
2013 after an ISPCA Inspector found one
deceased dog and one injured dog on her
property.
T he woman w a s c onv ic t e d o f t wo
offences under the AHWA 2013 which
included causing unnecessary suffering
and failing to protect the health and
welfare of a dog. Additionally, she was
convicted for not having a dog licence
and having an unburied carcass of a dog
on the property.
ISPCA Inspector Karen Lyons visited
t h e w o m a n’s P o r t l a o i s e p r o p e r t y
accompanied by two Gardaí on 20th
December 2017. They entered the back
garden to see a large number of wooden
planks strewn on the ground with nails
sticking out of them.
Behind a shed Inspector Lyons discovered
the carcass of a black and white terriertype dog. From the strong smell she

believed it must have been deceased
for some time, and would have exposed
the second dog to toxins.
Inspector Lyons seized the second dog
found on the property, which clearly had
injuries and was in a terribly distressed
state. The dog was immediately brought
for a veterinary assessment and
treatment and subsequently transported
to the National Animal Centre in Longford
for rehabilitation.
ISPCA Inspector Karen Lyons said:
“The conditions on this property were
extremely hazardous for this dog due
to the protruding nails, planks of wood,
and also the decomposing carcass of
the other dog. This kind of neglect is
intolerable.”
The Judge imposed a three-month prison
sentence, suspended for one year on a
€100 bond. The Judge also banned the
woman from keeping animals for life under
Section 58 of AHWA 2013.
The dog, later named Nicky, is now
enjoying life with a new family in Co.
Wicklow.

CASE SUMMARY
Date:
Thursday 20th December
2018
Court:
Portlaoise District Court
Defendant:
Female, age 30s
Legislation:
AHWA 2013
Plea:
Guilty
Conviction:
Convicted of offences under
Sections 11 and 12 of the
AHWA 2013 for failure to
safeguard the welfare of
an animal and for causing
unnecessary suffering to an
animal. Also convicted under
the Disposal of Carcasses
(Prohibition) Regulations 2015,
for having the carcass of an
animal on land or premises to
which a dog may have access
Sentence:
Barred from keeping animals
for life and received a three
month prison sentence,
suspended for one year.

The conditions on this
property were extremely
hazardous for this dog
due to the protruding nails,
planks of wood, and also
the decomposing carcass
of the other dog. This kind
of neglect is intolerable.

Happy Tails for Nicky in his new home

Visit www.ispca.ie
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OTHER STORIES

Winnie’s Tale
by Inspector Deirdre Scally

I joined the ISPCA as an Animal Welfare
Inspector in 2018 covering Counties
Offaly, Laois and North Kildare. As an
Animal Welfare Inspector I set out to
improve the lives of the animals I meet
on a daily basis. The majority of this is
achieved through the education of owners
as some animal owners don’t know how
to care for their animals properly. When
they are given the information and tools
to do so it makes the world of difference
to the animal’s quality of life. However,
there are also situations where either
the owner will not make the necessary
changes or no longer wants the animal.
This is when, as an Inspector, you have
to decide what action to take to secure
a positive future for that animal. This is
what I encountered when investigating
a call in Co. Laois regarding a horse last
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year. When I arrived at the property I
viewed a number of dogs and horses.
Following assessment I determined there
were no welfare issues with any of the
animals at the property apart from one
puppy. She appeared very nervous and
shy. Upon closer inspection I noticed she
had a wound in her side a few days old,
which was left untreated. I spoke with
the owner and secured the successful
surrender of the puppy into the care of
the ISPCA. I then took her with me to
the National Animal Centre in Keenagh,
Co. Longford.

and enjoyed playing with everyone she
met. Winnie has since found an amazing
forever home where she has lots of room
to run and play with her new human and
dog family.

Here Winnie, as she was named, was
rehabilitated, receiving the necessary vet
care, and made a full recovery. While at
the centre she transformed into a joyful
puppy who was always bouncing around

If you are concerned about an
animal’s welfare please contact
our helpline confidentially
on 1890 515 515 or online at
www.ispca.ie/cruelty_complaint.

As an ISPCA Inspector I get to change
animals’ lives every day but without the
public this would not be possible. That is
why it’s vital for the public to report any
animal welfare concerns they may have,
allowing the ISPCA to continue to prevent
cruelty, alleviate suffering and promote
animal welfare.
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OTHER STORIES

Why We Don’t Name and Shame
We are often asked why the ISPCA doesn’t publicly name and
shame people who have been convicted of animal cruelty. Our
first priority is always the welfare of the animals concerned.
When ISPCA Animal Welfare Inspectors carry out investigations
and initiate prosecutions, our role is to work within the law to
ensure the safety and welfare of all the animals involved. We
seek to bring those who commit acts of cruelty before the
courts, and sentencing is a matter for the judicial system.
We hope that through highlighting prosecutions we ensure that
other pet owners are made aware of their responsibility to care
for their animals, and that there are potential consequences
should they fail to do so. We work with pet owners to offer advice
on how to improve their pet’s welfare, and through education we
provide the opportunity for members of the public to correct
concerns that we have highlighted.
In some cases it is simply a matter of a pet owner not knowing that
something has caused or may cause welfare issues. In serious
instances where there has been a deliberate act of cruelty or
a pet owner refuses to accept advice, the ISPCA will seize the
animal(s) and initiate a prosecution under the AHWA 2013.

During a recent court case, the judge commented, “There is
a growing number of anonymous keyboard warriors who are
spreading half-truths, misinformation and involve bullying tactics.
They will undermine the rule of law itself. This does not suit
any purpose.”
The ISPCA work with the public and it is not our role to publicly
shame or vilify them, but rather to educate, bring attention to
the offences involved and ensure the welfare of animals.

All Creatures Great
and Small
by Inspector Emma Carroll
As an ISPCA Animal Welfare Inspector
I investigate hundreds of cases.
Some of the animals I rescue have
been suffering from cruelty and
neglect, and others have just gotten
themselves into tricky situations. I do
all I can to protect them so they have
a better life, but sometimes I meet
animals whose story strikes a deeper
chord, like Patrick and Basil. I rescued
them after they were abandoned on
waste land. They were young male
goats, only a couple of days old, with
huge personalities. After being bottle
fed for a number of weeks, they found
a loving new home together.
Charlie the swan mistook the
back yard of a house for the River
Shannon. Af ter landing he was
unable to take off. Although he was
not the friendliest, I soon managed to
catch him with the help of the local
residents, and returned him to his

family nearby who recognised him
immediately.
I rescued Hero the cat from a hoarding
situation. She was very emaciated,
and suffering from severe cat flu. I
brought her home with me and in no
time at all in foster care, she made a
great recovery. She turned into the
most beautiful loving feline. She has
since been adopted and is living the
life of luxury in a lovely new home.
Judy the Jack Russell terrier was
rescued at Ballinasloe Horse Fair.
She had severe mange and was
underweight. After being rehabilitated
I decided to adopt her myself. She
gave birth two months later to two
beautiful pups, Tom and Jerry. Due
to her poor condition her puppies had
to be hand reared. Thankfully all are
doing well and their future is looking
bright.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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Royal python spotted by startled
walker in Leitrim
A royal python was first spotted by a
startled walker near Leitrim’s Kinlough
Park, where the snake was sunning
herself on the side of a trail. In the week
that followed the ISPCA received a
number of calls from concerned residents
in the area, and Senior Inspector Kevin

McGinley offered to assist the local Gardaí
and wildlife rangers to find her.
The snake, later called Penelope, was
seen several times in the park before she
was finally caught and brought to a reptile
centre in Letterkenny for rehabilitation.
Penelope was monitored for several

weeks to ensure she was healthy and
eating before the ISPCA appealed for an
experienced new owner for her.
ISPCA Senior Inspector Kevin McGinley
said: “It was unclear how Penelope came
to be in the park because no one has
come forward with information regarding
her origin. We would like to remind the
public that these reptiles can make great
escape artists so please make sure all
enclosures are very secure.”
The ISPCA continues to advocate for
stricter controls over the sale and
keeping of exotic species, including the
introduction of a “positive list” of species
which are permitted to be bred, sold and
kept as pets based on their welfare needs
and whether they pose a risk to human
health or the environment if they escape
or are deliberately released.
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44 cats allowed to breed
uncontrollably
Responding to a call made by a member of
the public to the National Animal Cruelty
Helpline, ISPCA Inspector Elaine Reynolds
discovered a large number of cats allowed
to have bred uncontrollably at a Co. Meath
property.

an unsustainable rate that it was only
a matter of time before more serious
welfare issues arose.

A total of 44 cats and kit tens were
surrendered to the ISPCA and transferred
to the National Animal Centre in Longford
for veterinary assessment. The property
had originally housed three cats, but they
had multiplied to this number in only three
years due to the fact that none were
spayed or neutered.

ISPCA Inspector Elaine Reynolds said:
“This situation could have been prevented
if the owner had neutered or spayed
the three cats initially. We need pet
owners to be responsible by spaying and
neutering their cats or kittens as early
as possible. Our centres are consistently
at capacity, and it is vital that pet
owners help us tackle the issue of pet
overpopulation. Neutering and spaying
is the most effective way to prevent cat
over-breeding and it will go a long way

While the cats were found to be healthy, it
was a dangerous over-crowding situation
as their numbers were increasing at such

The ISPCA found loving new homes for
these cats and kittens.

in preventing unwanted litters of kittens
from being born in the first place.”
Spaying and neutering has also
overwhelmingly positive benefits in
reducing the risk of certain cancers and
curbing behavioural issues. For more
information, please view our Spay Aware
Campaign on www.ispca.ie/spayaware.

Hedgehog is released back into the
wild after being trapped in a drain
Senior Inspector Kevin McGinley
rescued a hedgehog found trapped
in a drain by members of the public
who contacted the ISPCA for help.
The hedgehog was brought to the
Donegal Animal Rehabilitation Centre
and following veterinary assessment
it was confirmed that he was suffering
from hypothermia and a possible chest
infection.
Following a course of medication
and nutritious food, he remained at
the Centre until he recovered his
strength and gained a little weight.
The hedgehog, later named Spike,
was re-released to the same area
where he was discovered with the
family members who had found him.
The children even made a “hedgehog
hotel” for him and promised to leave out
food and a shallow bowl of water in hot
weather to help him and other wildlife.

Visit www.ispca.ie
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ISPCA rescues two donkeys
abandoned in a bog
An ISPCA Inspector carried out a challenging rescue of two
donkeys left abandoned in a bog in Clooncraff, Co. Roscommon.
Inspector Karen Lyons responded to a call made to the National
Animal Cruelty Helpline by a member of the public who, while out
walking, had spotted the donkeys – one grey and one brown –
alone in the large, unmanaged bog.
Upon arrival Inspector Lyons noted a deep drain surrounding the
bog’s perimeter. It is unclear how the donkeys managed to get
across the drain and enter the bog in the first place. Because the
space was so large, it took her some time to locate the donkeys
within the bog.
Trees at the bog’s headlands offered the animals some shade,
but their only nearby access to water was from the drain, and
drinking this water would have been dangerous to their welfare.
With the help of colleagues and volunteers, Inspector Lyons was
able to catch the donkeys. ISPCA Centre Manager Hugh O’Toole
and two volunteers crafted a makeshift bridge across the drain,
and Inspector Lyons was able to escort the donkeys across safely.
Both donkeys had severely overgrown hooves, with the brown
donkey’s feet being so overgrown that standing for long periods
of time was painful for him.
ISPCA Inspector Karen Lyons said: “This was not a straightforward
rescue as this area was so vast, and the donkeys were so far
across it. They were not easy to find. Had we attempted the
rescue during the winter, it may have been impossible. When we
did find them, I had no idea how we would get them out. Thankfully,
the grey donkey was very friendly and easy to catch, and the
other one just followed him. I would like to thank my colleagues,
ISPCA National Animal Centre Manager Hugh O’Toole, Animal
Care Assistant Gerry Griffin and Volunteer Ross Moores, for
their assistance. They were able to build the makeshift bridge
and escort the donkeys to safety.”
Under European Union (Identification of Equidae) Regulations
2016 implemented in Ireland, owners are required to have their
equines microchipped and must have an equine passport, but
unfortunately these donkeys were not chipped so we could not
trace an owner. The donkeys have been named Tango (black) and
Cash (grey), and they have both since been responsibly rehomed.
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ISPCA seizes four Shetland ponies
and a foal from Meath property
Four Shetland ponies and one foal were
discovered to be extremely underweight
on a property in Co. Meath.
ISP C A In sp e c t or Elaine Reynold s
responded to a call from a member of
the public and arrived at the property in
Dunboyne to find only a months-old bale
of rotten and inedible silage in the ponies’
enclosure, indicating they had not had
sufficient food for some time.
Inspector Elaine Reynolds said: “It is
very unusual to see skinny Shetlands,
especially this time of year, because
they were bred to sur vive in tough
conditions and live on sparse forage. But

there was nothing around to eat when
we found them, so it’s no surprise they
were that thin. You could see the ribs
quite clearly on two of them. They were
so malnourished that once they were
brought to the National Animal Centre
they had to be introduced to food slowly,
as refeeding syndrome was a concern.”
When the ponies were assessed at the
National Animal Centre, three of them
presented with respiratory issues,
including fluid in the lungs and an
infrequent but persistent cough. They
were examined by a vet and received
appropriate treatment.

Visit www.ispca.ie

Inspector Reynolds added: “They are
all remarkably friendly considering the
situation they were found in, and I am
confident they will all make great pets
once they are ready to be rehomed in
the coming months.”
The mare and foal were named Justine
and Buster. The brown gelding was called
Apollo, the skewbald mare was called
Boomer and the piebald mare was called
Starbuck.
An investigation to locate the ponies’
owner is ongoing.
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For further information about our work or to report cruelty, neglect or abuse of an animal,

please call 1890 515 515 or email helpline@ispca.ie

or visit www.ispca.ie
to report online in the strictest confidence.
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